
2. eRx SCRIPT EXCHANGE   

22
MILLION
SCRIPTS

25
SCRIPTS 

50%
GROWTH

67,000 45,000

dispensed
every month

dispensed 
per second

in eRx scans 
per month

largest number of
scripts dispensed
in a single day  on
30 Nov 2015 

average scripts dispensed
per day in November

1 BILLION
ePRESCRIPTIONS

Reached on 30 July 2015

3. NEW BEGINNINGS   
launched our Innovation and
Strategy team to fortify our
focus on innovation, including
our product roadmap

launched our Government and
Enterprise team to strengthen
industry and government
partnerships and drive innovation in
eHealth

set up a new product
management tool (called
Aha Product Roadmap
Software) to boost
visibility of our product
roadmap across Fred

preparing to launch Microsoft
Dynamics across all of Fred’s business
operations in 2016 - a more agile and
flexible cloud-based platform so that
we can serve you better

1. INNOVATIONS

1,000 
pharmacies using our new
Fred Discounting Analyser
tool to make navigating PBS
discounting easier

300 
pharmacies switched on eRx Express Paperless,
a new cloud-based app to help pharmacies
streamline sorting and administering claims

20,000 
users downloaded eRx Express app

700 
pharmacies using eRx Express app

30 
new Fred NXT features released
this year, with another 30
coming in the first half of 2016

FRED YEAR
IN REVIEW
2015 has been a year of innovation, with Fred focusing on new and
creative ways of making life easier for pharmacy. 

2015

15 
new Fred Dispense updates
with 3 major releases for 6CPA
pricing and other functionality
+ 12 monthly updates 



6. PHARMACY’S EXPERIENCE

44 
using a common customer satisfaction
measure - the net promoter score (NPS)
– we improved to a healthy 44

1000
phone calls answered direct by
technicians since August so that we can
resolve your IT issues more quickly and
respond to your feedback

Fred strives to continually improve and better serve pharmacy, and fully understanding your experience is the first and most important
step in delivering innovation and making life easier for pharmacy. To this end, we focus heavily on understanding your needs and
benchmarking our performance as your technology partner:

7. TEAM FRED
24 of Fred’s leaders participated in a 6 month
Leadership Development Program:

18
conferences so that we could stay in touch with your needs
and share our plans with you

180
survey responses received per month –
we use this feedback to continually
improve how we do things 

The leadership program has been a

fantastic opportunity. It has allowed

me to develop new relationships,

build on my leadership ability and

learn new skills. I have found it very

challenging at times but also

incredibly rewarding.

Ruth Kelly,
Team Leader 

“

”

4. PARTNERSHIPS

5. TELSTRA
HEALTH

Fred hosted the first Telstra Health
Connectathon – a new initiative to make
consented medications information
available to different health sectors.

A number of Telstra Health businesses
including HealthConnex and iCare united
with Fred in the highly successful two day
technical workshop and demonstration. 

TWM White Hub project rolled out to
Terry White Management and stores 

take up of Fred
Office and Fred POS

solutions hits the
1,000 mark

partnering with 56+
pharmacy groups to
help pharmacy achieve
optimal business and
financial performance

Advantage
Pharmacies

adopting Fred
NXT to replace its

current in store
solution for

‘Advantage’ and
‘CDC’ brands

$4,610

131
chats via our new service Chat Assist which was
launched in November to give you a fast and direct
way to make contact with us

Fred is very customer focused, and our customers are
from very different backgrounds. The diversity and
inclusiveness that we have within Fred, the respect that
the company has for different cultures, also applies to
our customers. It definitely helps us to do business.

Soumik Chakraborty,
Database Administrator

“

”

Fred hosted its first Cultural Diversity Day – a celebration of the diversity
and experience of our team, which helps us to drive strong customer
and business outcomes. 

Proudly, our team is made up of people from 6 out of the 7
continents – and we often joke that all we need for the complete
set is to hire someone from Antarctica

6

Total money raised
directly by the Fred
team to support
charities close to
their hearts

Fight Cancer Foundation


